Link-Belt®
LS-718
Wire Rope Crawler Tower Crane
The LS-718 tower crane offers up to 200’ (60.96 m) tower + 250’ (76.20 m) boom + 100’ (30.48 m) jib

The LS-718 self-erects all tower/boom/jib length combinations

The Link-Belt® model LS-718 crawler tower crane is designed for the heavy construction jobs, with a restricted surrounding working area for crane placement.

The tower crane with vertical tower is ideally suited for positioning close to the structure, and for hoisting materials to greater heights and extended reach as compared to the conventional lifting crane.

To supply the contractor with a more versatile crawler crane investment FMC designed the LS-718 to operate with either the heavy duty or long range crane boom, or when combined they make up a tower attachment. Field conversion from a conventional lifting crane to a tower crane (or visa versa) is possible without major in-the-field machine rework. The heavy duty crane boom serves as the tower, and the long range boom as the tower boom.

A jib up to 100’ (30.48 m) long can be installed on the end of the tower crane boom for additional working range.